Friday’s matches

Middlebury vs. Williams Doubles
Chloe Henderson/Hannah Atkinson (Williams) defeated Lily Bondy/Alexandra Fields (Midd) 8-3
Juli Raventos/Linda Shin (Williams) defeated Katherine Hughes/Skylar Schossberger (Midd) 8-6
Catherine Blazye/Molly Paradies (Midd) defeated Mia Gancayco/Giulia McDonnell Nieto del Rio (Williams) 8-2
Christina Puccinelli/Maddi Stow (Midd) defeated Emily Zheng/Leah Bush (Williams) 8-6

Middlebury vs. Brandeis Doubles
Lily Bondy/Skylar Schossberger (Midd) defeated Sabrina Ross Neergaard/Olivia Leavitt (Brandeis) 8-5
Katherine Hughes/Christina Puccinelli (Midd) defeated Sophia He/Haley Cohen (Brandeis) 8-1
Heather Boehm/Molly Paradies (Midd) defeated Keren Khromchenko/Michele Lehat (Brandeis) 8-1
Maddi Stow/Catherine Blazye (Midd) defeated Sarah Greisman/Ariana Ishaq (Brandeis) 8-0

Saturday’s matches

Williams vs. Amherst Singles
Giulia McDonnell Nieto del Rio (Williams) defeated Kelsey Chen (Amherst) 6-1, 6-1
Jackie Calla (Amhest) defeated Mia Gancayco (Williams) 7-6 (5), 6-4
Leah Bush (Williams) defeated Camille Smukler (Amherst) 4-6, 6-3, 10-3
Hannah Atkinson (Williams) defeated Avery Wagman (Amhest) 6-2, 6-0
Emily Zheng (Williams) defeated Camilla Trapness (Amherst) 6-0, 6-3
Chloe Henderson (Williams) defeated Anya Itvensky (Amherst) 7-6 (5), 6-3

Middlebury vs. Brandeis Singles
Christina Puccinelli (Midd) defeated Haley Cohen (Brandeis) 6-1, 6-2
Sabrina Ross Neergaard (Brandeis) defeated Katherine Hughes (Midd) 6-4, 6-7 (4), 10-7
Skylar Schossberger (Midd) defeated Keren Khromchecko (Brandeis) 7-5, 7-6 (4)
Molly Paradies (Midd) defeated Olivia Leavitt (Brandeis) 6-3, 6-3
Heather Boehm (Midd) defeated Sophia He (Brandeis) 6-2, 6-0
Catherine Blazye (Midd) defeated Michele Lehat (Brandeis) 6-3, 6-0

Middlebury vs. Amherst Singles
Alexandra Fields (Midd) defeated Camille Smukler (Amherst) 6-4, 6-3
Avery Wagman (Amherst) defeated Lily Bondy (Midd) 3-6, 7-5, 10-5
Katherine Hughes (Midd) defeated Kelsey Chen (Amherst) 7-5, 6-2
Heather Boehm (Midd) defeated Maddie Dewine (Amherst) 6-2, 6-1
Maddi Stow (Midd) defeated Jen Chen (Amherst) 6-3, 6-2
Catherine Blazye (Midd) defeated Anya Ivenitsky (Amherst) 7-5, 7-5

Williams vs. Brandeis Singles
Hannah Atkinson (Williams) defeated Haley Cohen (Brandeis) 6-4, 6-4
Juli Raventos (Williams) defeated Keren Khromchecko (Brandeis) 6-1, 6-3
Linda Shin (Williams) defeated Sabrina Ross Neergaard (Brandeis) 6-4, 7-6 (4)
Mia Gancayco (Williams) defeated Olivia Leavitt (Brandeis) 6-1, 6-0
Emily Zheng (Williams) defeated Sophia He (Brandeis) 6-4, 6-3
Michele Lehat (Brandeis) defeated Carmen Saab (Williams) 6-2, 6-1

Middlebury vs. Williams Singles
Alexandra Fields (Midd) defeated Giulia McDonnell Nieto del Rio (Williams) 6-4, 2-6, 10-7
Christina Puccinelli (Midd) defeated Juli Raventos (Williams) 7-6 (4), 5-7, 13-11
Molly Paradies (Midd) defeated Emily Zheng (Williams) 7-5, 6-2
Chloe Henderson (Williams) defeated Maddi Stow (Midd) 6-3, 6-4
Linda Shin (Williams) defeated Skylar Schossberger (Midd) 6-4, 6-2
Leah Bush (Williams) defeated Kaysee Orozco (Midd) 6-2, 6-2

Amherst vs. Brandeis Singles
Sabrina Ross Neergaard (Brandeis) defeated Camilla Trapness (Amherst) 6-4, 6-3
Haley Cohen (Brandeis) defeated Jen Chen (Amherst) 1-6, 6-4, 10-6
Megan Adamo (Amherst) defeated Olivia Leavitt (Brandeis) 6-2, 7-6 (6)
Keren Khromchecko (Brandeis) defeated Claire Carpenter (Amherst) 4-6, 6-0, 10-4
Joanna Booth (Amherst) defeated Michele Lehat (Brandeis) 6-1, 6-1
Kelly Yang (Amherst) defeated Sophia He (Brandeis) 7-6 (4), 6-1

Sunday’s matches
Amherst vs. Brandeis Doubles
Jackie Calla/Avery Wagman (Amherst) defeated Sabrina Ross Neergaard/Olivia Leavitt (Brandeis) 8-5
Sophia He/Haley Cohen (Brandeis) defeated Anya Ivenitsky/Maddie Dewine (Amherst) 9-8 (8)
Kelly Yang/Joanna Booth (Amherst) defeated Keren Khromchecko/Michele Lehat (Brandeis) 8-4
Megan Adamo/Claire Carpenter (Amherst) defeated Ariana Ishaq/Sarah Greisman (Brandeis) 8-1

Middlebury vs. Amherst Doubles
Jackie Calla/Avery Wagman (Amherst) defeated Alexandra Fields/Lily Bondy (Midd) 8-5
Skylar Schossberger/Katherine Hughes (Midd) defeated Maddie Dewine/Anya Ivenitsky (Amherst) 8-5
Maddi Stow/Kaysee Orozco (Midd) defeated Jen Chen/Camille Smukler (Amherst) 8-3
Christina Puccinelli/Heather Boehm (Midd) defeated Kelsey Chen/Camilla Trapness (Amherst) 8-6

Williams vs. Brandeis Doubles
Chloe Henderson/Hannah Atkinson (Williams) defeated Sabrina Ross Neergaard/Olivia Leavitt (Brandeis) 8-1
Juli Raventos/Linda Shin (Williams) defeated Sophia He/Haley Cohen (Brandeis) 8-3
Giulia McDonnell Nieto del Rio/Emily Zheng (Williams) defeated Keren Khromchecko/Michele Lehat (Brandeis) 8-2
Mia Gancayco/Carmen Saab (Williams) defeated Sarah Greisman/Ariana Ishaq (Brandeis) 8-3

Amherst vs. Williams Doubles
Jackie Calla/Avery Wagman (Amherst) defeated Chloe Henderson/Hannah Atkinson (Williams) 8-5
Juli Raventos/Linda Shin (Williams) defeated Kelsey Chen/Camille Smukler (Amherst) 8-5
Leah Bush/Mia Gancayco (Williams) defeated Julia Booth/Kelly Yang (Amherst) 8-5
Emily Zheng/Giulia McDonnell Nieto del Rio (Williams) defeated Claire Carpenter/Megan Adamo (Amherst) 8-3